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Avarice, the spur of industry.

(David Hume, ‘Of Civil Liberty

The more sophisticated readers simply repeated the Italian proverb, ‘If it isn’t true, it’s to the point.’
(Muriel Spark, The Public Imag
Without women, life is a pub.

(Martin Amis, Mone

I first heard the Rolling Stones album Let It Bleed when I was only ten or eleven years old. I didn
like the music – at that age I was listening to Marc Bolan and not much else; it was my sister
boyfriend who was the Stones fan. I did find the lyrics intriguing, however. Even though I barel
understood the references, I could tell that there was something ‘dirty’ about them. They hinted at se
debauchery, violence and drugs. There was even one song (‘Midnight Rambler’) which seemed to b
about a real-life serial killer. I eventually had to buy the album for myself.
By this time, however, I was in my twenties and had already written a couple of books. I was als
working as a music journalist and hi-fi equipment reviewer in London. Let It Bleed, with its fantast
studio sound, soon became a constant on my Linn Sondek, and when the time came, in 1994, to wri
the seventh John Rebus novel, I felt emboldened to borrow the album’s title.
Though the book is set in the depths of an Edinburgh winter, it was written at my house in south
west France, mostly in blazing summer heat. (I’d long since given up the hi-fi job, but still used th
Linn record deck.) I’m not sure now if working on the book provided me with some sort of intern
air-conditioning, but one thing I knew was that during any cold snap in Edinburgh you would wa
your central heating to be working. Hence the pun in the title – what Rebus really needs to bleed in th
book is a radiator.
For a little while in the 1990s, I became convinced that in order to make a decent amount o
money I would have to transfer my skills to television. I had already made several attempts at scrip
for the established cop show The Bill. At meetings with the production team, I learned that each Bi
script had to contain three scenarios, and that none of the action could involve the cops’ private live
or show them off-duty. Somehow I couldn’t stick to this formula. At around the same time, televisio
had shown some interest in Rebus. I attended more meetings, this time with the BBC, and tried writin
a few scripts (both adaptations and original stories), but seemed to hit a series of walls. Eventually,
started pitching non-Rebus ideas at my TV contacts, but still to no avail. All of which, however, ma
go some way towards explaining the slam-bang action opening of Let It Bleed. It’s still something I’
love to see on the big screen, done Hollywood-style: a night-time car chase in a blizzard, with th
Forth Road Bridge beckoning. Fantastic.
Let It Bleed was a political novel, in that it used local and national politics for much of its plottin
By this time I had a real-life detective on my side, a fan of the books who had pointed out variou
procedural errors in previous stories. And with a few published novels under my belt, I was a know
commodity in Edinburgh, so could approach complete strangers (council officials, for example) with
view to aiding my research. On my trips back to Edinburgh for Let It Bleed, I slept on a friend’s sof
asked a lot of questions at the reception desks of various government agencies, and bought a fe
lunches and rounds of drinks. In some ways, the new book would be a return to the Edinburgh of m
second novel, Hide Seek. Both stories are concerned with the changing face of Edinburgh, i
attempts to embrace new employment opportunities (meaning new technologies) while still retainin
a sense of identity. Structural change to Scotland’s capital was already under way: there was a plan fo
one of the breweries to open a theme park near the Palace of Holyrood. Eventually, the site woul
house Our Dynamic Earth and the Scottish Parliament instead, but at the time I was filled with a sens
of glee: a theme park built on booze! Well, why not? Several city landmarks, including the Usher Hal

had been built with cash from brewing dynasties. The least we could do in the late twentieth centur
was celebrate our national relationship with alcohol: hence the use of a favourite Martin Amis line
the very start of the book: ‘Without women, life is a pub.’
While there is an abundance of action in Let It Bleed, it is also, to my mind, rather a soulful boo
We are allowed access to Rebus’s thoughts as never before. We learn why he likes music, and why h
turns so frequently to the bottle. Memories from his childhood are revealed, adding to our sense o
him as a three-dimensional human being. The book contains some of my favourite scenes and image
(for example, Rebus’s visit to a dry-stane dyker, or his invitation to a Perthshire shooting party), an
ends with a few loose ends left straggling. Those loose ends seemed realistic to me, but irritated m
American publishers to such an extent that they asked me to consider contributing an extra fin
chapter for US publication. This I eventually did, though I didn’t feel it added anything to the sum o
the book (which is why it’s not being reprinted here). Between times, some old friends return to th
series (Rebus’s daughter Sammy; his ex-lover Gill; the reporter Mairie Henderson). This, plus the fa
that Rebus is back in his old flat, having jettisoned the students he’d been renting the place to, give
the book a solid, comfortable feel. By now I was confident in my ability to write a decent crime stor
and to recreate Rebus’s world … which probably explains why I would be at pains to make my nex
book so different, providing me with a fresh set of challenges.
But for now, I was happy. I knew the inside of Rebus’s head. And he was happy, too, happy wit
his booze, cigarettes and music:
‘After a drink he liked to listen to the Stones. Women, relationships and colleagues had come an
gone, but the Stones had always been there. He put the album on and poured himself a last drink. Th
guitar riff, one of easily half a dozen in Keith’s tireless repertoire, kicked the album off. I don’t hav
much, Rebus thought, but I have this …’
On the album Let It Bleed there’s a song about the Boston Strangler. Mick Jagger had writte
about a real-life crime. And what was good enough for Mick was surely good enough for me, as m
next novel would demonstrate.
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BRIDGES

1

A winter night, screaming out of Edinburgh.
The front car was being chased by three others. In the chasing cars were police officers. Sleet wa
falling through the darkness, blowing horizontally. In the second of the police cars, Inspector Joh
Rebus had his teeth bared. He gripped the doorhandle with one hand, and the front edge of h
passenger seat with the other. In the driver’s seat, Chief Inspector Frank Lauderdale seemed to hav
shed about thirty years. He was a youth again, enjoying the feeling of power which came from drivin
fast, driving a wee bit crazy. He sat well forward, peering through the windscreen.
‘We’ll get them!’ he yelled for the umpteenth time. ‘We’ll get the bastards!’
Rebus couldn’t unlock his jaw long enough to form a reply. It wasn’t that Lauderdale was a ba
driver … Well OK, it wasn’t just that Lauderdale was a bad driver; the weather bothered Rebus to
When they’d taken the second roundabout at the Barnton Interchange, Rebus had felt the car’s bac
wheels losing all grip on the slick road surface. The tyres weren’t brand new to start with; probab
retreads at that. The air temperature was near zero, the sleet lying treacherously in wait. They were o
of the city now, leaving traffic lights and junctions behind. A car chase here should be safer. Bu
Rebus didn’t feel safe.
In the car in front were two young, keen uniforms, with a DS and a DC in the car behind. Rebu
looked into the wing mirror and saw headlights. He looked out of the passenger-side window and sa
nothing. Christ, it was dark out there.
Rebus thought: I don’t want to die in the dark.

A telephone conversation the previous day.
‘Ten grand and we let your daughter go.’
The father licked his lips. ‘Ten? That’s a lot of money.’
‘Not to you.’
‘Wait, let me think.’ The father looked at the pad, where John Rebus had just scribbled something
‘It’s short notice,’ he told the caller. Rebus was listening on an earpiece, staring at the tape recorder’
silently turning spools.
‘That attitude could get her hurt.’
‘No … please.’
‘Then you’d better get the money.’
‘You’ll bring her with you?’
‘We’re not cheats, mister. She’ll be there if the money is.’
‘Where?’
‘We’ll phone tonight with details. One last thing, no police, understand? Any sign, even a distan
siren, and next time you see her’ll be the Co-op funeral parlour.’

‘We’ll get them!’ Lauderdale shouted.
Rebus felt his jaw unlock. ‘All right, we’ll get them. So why not ease off?’
Lauderdale glanced at him and grinned. ‘Lost your bottle, John?’ Then he jerked the wheel an
pulled out to overtake a transit van.
The phone caller had sounded young, working-class. In his mouth, ‘understand’ had becom

unnerstaun. He’d spoken of the Co-op. He’d used the word ‘mister’. Young working class, maybe a b
naïve. Rebus just wasn’t sure.
‘Fife Police are waiting the other side of the bridge, right?’ he persisted, shouting above the engin
whine. Lauderdale had the poor gearbox pounding away in third.
‘Right,’ Lauderdale agreed.
‘Then what’s our hurry?’
‘Don’t be soft, John. They’re ours.’
Rebus knew what his superior meant. If the front car made it over the Forth Road Bridge, then
was in Fife, and Fife Constabulary were waiting, a roadblock erected. It would be a Fife collar.
Lauderdale was on the radio, talking to the car ahead. His one-handed driving was only a litt
worse than his two-handed, shaking Rebus from side to side. Lauderdale put the radio down again.
‘What do you reckon?’ he said. ‘Will they come off at Queensferry?’
‘I don’t know,’ Rebus said.
‘Well, those two L-plates in front think we’ll catch them at the toll booths if they decide to go a
the way.’
They probably would go all the way, too, driven by fear and adrenaline. The combination tended t
put blinkers on your survival mechanism. You ran straight ahead, without thought or deviation. A
you knew was flight.
‘You could at least put on your seatbelt,’ Rebus said.
‘I could,’ said Lauderdale. But he didn’t. Boy racers didn’t wear seatbelts.
The final slip-road was coming up. The front car sped past it. There was nowhere to go now but th
bridge. The roadlighting high overhead grew thick again as they neared the toll booths. Rebus had
crazy notion of the fugitives stopping to pay their toll, just like everyone else. Winding down th
window, fumbling for the coins …
‘They’re slowing.’
The road was spreading out, suddenly half a dozen lanes wide. Ahead of them stood the row of to
booths, and beyond that the bridge itself, curving up towards its midpoint as the steel coils held i
carriageway in suspension, so that even on a clear, bright day you couldn’t see the far end when yo
drove on to it.
‘They’re definitely slowing.’
Only yards separated the four cars now, and Rebus could see, for the first time in a while, the bac
of the car they were chasing. It was a Y-registration Ford Cortina. The overhead lighting allowed him
to make out two heads, driver and passenger, both male.
‘Maybe she’s in the boot,’ he said dubiously.
‘Maybe,’ Lauderdale agreed.
‘If she’s not in the car with them, they can’t harm her.’
Lauderdale nodded, not really listening, then reached for the radio again. There was a lot o
interference. ‘If they go on to the bridge,’ he said, ‘that’s it, dead end. There’s no way off for them
unless the Fifers fuck up.’
‘So we stay here?’ Rebus suggested. Lauderdale just laughed. ‘Thought not,’ said Rebus.
But now something was happening. The suspects’ car … red tail-lights. Were they braking? No
reversing, and at speed. They hit the front police car with force, sending it shunting into Lauderdale’s
‘Bastards!’
Then the front car was off again, veering crazily. It headed for one of the closed booths, hitting th
barrier, not snapping it off but bending it enough to squeeze through. The sound of metal sparkin

against metal, and then they were gone. Rebus couldn’t believe it.
‘They’re on the wrong carriageway!’
And so they were, whether by accident or design. Picking up speed, the car was racing north alon
the southbound lanes, its headlights switched to full beam. The front police car hesitated, the
followed. Lauderdale looked ready to do the same thing, but Rebus reached out a hand and tugged wi
all his might on the steering-wheel, bringing them back into the northbound lane.
‘Stupid bastard!’ Lauderdale spat, slamming the accelerator hard.
It was late night, not much traffic about. Even so, the driver of the front car was taking some risk.
‘They’ll only have this carriageway blocked, won’t they?’ Rebus pointed out. ‘If those lunatic
make it to the other side, they could get away.’
Lauderdale didn’t say anything. He was looking across the central reservation, keeping the oth
two cars in sight. When he reached out for the radio, he all but lost control. The car jolted right, the
harder to the left, slamming the metal side-rails. Rebus didn’t want to think about the Firth of Fort
hundreds of feet below. But he thought of it anyway. He’d walked across the bridge a couple of time
using the footpaths either side of the roadways. That had been scary enough, the ever-present win
threatening to gust you over the side. He felt a charge in his toes: a fear of heights.
On the other carriageway, the inevitable was happening, the incredible just about to begin. A
articulated lorry, up to speed after a crawl to the top of the rise, saw headlights ahead of it where n
headlights should be. The suspects’ car had already squeezed past two oncoming cars, and would hav
slipped into the outside lane to pass the artic, but the artic’s driver panicked. He pulled into th
outside lane and his hands froze, foot still hard on the accelerator. The truck hit metal and started t
rise. It went up into the air, hanging over the central reservation, which was itself a network of ste
lines. The trailer snagged and the cab snapped forward, breaking free of its container and sailing in
the northbound lanes, sliding on sparks and a spray of water, directly into the path of the car in whic
Lauderdale and Rebus were travelling.
Lauderdale did his best to hit the brakes, but there was nowhere to go. The cab was slidin
diagonally, taking up both lanes. Nowhere to go. Rebus had a couple of seconds to take it in. He fe
his whole being contract, everything trying to be where his scrotum was. He pulled his knees up, fe
and hands against the dashboard, tucking his head against his legs …
Whump.
With his eyes screwed shut, all Rebus had to go on were noises and feeling. Something punche
him in the cheekbone, then was gone. There was a shattering of glass, like ice cracking, and the soun
of metal being tortured. His gut told him the car was travelling backwards. There were other sound
too, further away. More metal, more glass.
The artic cab had lost a lot of its momentum, and contact with the car stopped it dead. Rebu
thought his spine would crack. Whiplash, did they call it? More like brick-lash, slab-lash. The c
stopped, and the first thing he realised was that his jaw hurt. He looked over to the driver’s sea
reckoning Lauderdale had landed one on him for some unspecified reason, and saw that his superio
wasn’t there any more.
Well, his arse was there, staring Rebus in the face from its unpromising position where th
windscreen used to be. Lauderdale’s feet were tucked beneath the steering-wheel. One of his shoes ha
come off. His legs were draped over the steering-wheel itself. As for the rest of him, that was lying o
what was left of the bonnet.
‘Frank!’ Rebus cried. ‘Frank!’ He knew better than to pull Lauderdale back into the car; kne
better than to touch him at all. He tried opening his door, but it wasn’t a door any more. So he undi

his seatbelt and squeezed out through the windscreen. His hand touched metal, and he felt a sizzlin
sensation. Cursing and drawing his hand away, he saw he’d placed it on a section of uncovered engine
block.
Cars were pulling to a stop behind him. The DS and DC were running forwards.
‘Frank,’ Rebus said quietly. He looked at Lauderdale’s face, bloody but still alive. Yes, he wa
sure Lauderdale was alive. There was just something … He wasn’t moving, you couldn’t even be su
he was breathing. But there was something, some unseen energy which hadn’t departed. Not yet at an
rate.
‘You all right?’ someone asked.
‘Help him,’ Rebus ordered. ‘Get an ambulance. And check the lorry-cab, see how the driver is.’
Then he looked across to the other carriageway, and what he saw froze him. He couldn’t be sure
first, not totally. So he climbed up on to the metal spars separating the two carriageways. And then h
was sure.
The suspects’ car had left the carriageway. Left it altogether. They’d somehow vaulted the crash
barrier, slid across the pedestrian walkway, and had enough velocity left to send them through th
final set of railings, the ones separating the walkway from that drop to the Firth of Forth. A wind wa
whipping around Rebus, blowing the sleet into his eyes. He narrowed them and looked again. Th
Cortina was still there, hanging out into space, its front wheels through the rails but its back whee
and boot still on the walkway. He thought of what might be in the boot.
‘Oh my God,’ he said. Then he started to clamber over the thick metal tines.
‘What are you doing?’ someone yelled. ‘Come back!’
But Rebus kept moving, only barely aware of the drop beneath him, the amounts of space betwee
each metal bar and its neighbour. More space than metal. The cold metal felt good against his stingin
palm. He passed the back of the lorry. It had come to rest on its side, half on the roadway, half restin
on the central gap. There was a sign on its side: Byars Haulage. Jesus, it was cold. That wind, th
damned eternal wind. Yet he could feel he was sweating. I should be wearing a coat, he thought. I’
catch my death.
Then he was on the carriageway, where a line of cars had come to an untidy stop. There was
proper gap between carriageway and walkway; a short distance, but all of it fresh air. Where th
Cortina had made contact it had buckled the rails. Rebus stepped on to them, then made the short lea
on to the walkway.
The two teenagers had stumbled from their car.
They’d had to climb over their seats and into the back in order to get out. The front doors led on
to a fall. They were looking to left and right, seized by fright. There were sirens to the north. Fi
Police were on their way.
Rebus held up his hands. The two uniformed officers were behind him. The youths weren’t lookin
at Rebus; all they could see were uniforms. They understood simple things. They understood wh
uniforms meant. They looked around again, looking for an escape that wasn’t there, then one of the
– fair-haired, tall, slightly older-looking – gripped the younger one’s hand and started leading him
backwards.
‘Don’t do anything daft, sons,’ said one of the uniforms. But they were just words. Nobody wa
listening. The two teenagers were against the rails now, only ten feet or so from the crashed car. Rebu
walked slowly forwards, pointing with his finger, making it clear to them that he was going to the ca
The impact had caused the boot to spring open an inch. Rebus carefully lifted it and looked in.
There was nobody inside.

As he closed the boot, the car rocked on its fulcrum then came to rest again. He looked towards th
older of the boys.
‘It’s freezing out here,’ he said. ‘Let’s get you into a car.’
Then things happened in slow motion. The fair-haired boy shook his head, almost smiling, an
placed his arms around his friend in what looked like nothing less than an embrace. Then he leane
back against the rail and just kept leaning, taking his friend with him. There was no resistance. The
cheap trainers held against the road surface for a second, then slipped, legs flicking up and over a
they fell into the darkness.
Maybe it was suicide, maybe flight, Rebus thought later. Whatever it was meant to be, it was deat
for sure. When you hit water from that height, it was like hitting concrete. A fall like that, through th
dark, and they didn’t scream, didn’t utter a sound, and couldn’t see the water rising to meet them.
Only they didn’t hit water.
A Royal Navy frigate had just left Rosyth Dockyard and was gliding out towards the sea, and that
what they hit, embedding themselves in the metal deck.
Which, as everyone said back at the station, saved the police frogmen from a thankless sub-zer
dip.

2

They took Rebus to the Royal Infirmary.
He travelled in the back of a police car. Frank Lauderdale was being brought by ambulanc
Nobody knew yet how bad his injuries were. The frigate had been contacted by radio from Rosyth, b
the crew had already found the bodies. Some had heard them hitting the deck. The frigate wa
returning to base. It would take a while to hammer the deck back into shape.
‘I feel like I’ve been hit with a hammer myself,’ Rebus told the nurse at the infirmary. He kne
her; she’d treated him for burns a while back, rubbed lotion on and changed the dressings. She smile
as she left the little booth where he lay on an examining table. When she’d gone, Rebus took anoth
account of himself. His jaw hurt where Lauderdale’s fist had connected prior to flying through th
windscreen. The pain seemed to be burrowing deep, like it was getting into the nerves of his teet
Otherwise he didn’t feel too bad; just shaken. He lifted his hands and held them in front of him. Ye
he could always blame the trembling on the crash, even if he knew he trembled a lot these days, smas
or no smash. His palm was blistering nicely. Before putting on a dressing, the nurse had asked how h
got the burn.
‘Put my hand on a hot engine,’ he’d explained.
‘Figures.’
Rebus looked and saw what she meant: part of the engine’s serial number had been branded on h
flesh.
The doctor finally put in an appearance. It was a busy night. Rebus knew the doctor. His name wa
George Klasser and he was Polish or something, or at least his parents were. Rebus had alway
assumed Klasser was a bit too senior to do the night shift, yet here he was.
‘Bitter outside, isn’t it?’ Dr Klasser said.
‘Is that supposed to be funny?’
‘Just making conversation, John. How do you feel?’
‘I think I’m getting toothache.’
‘Anything else?’ Dr Klasser was fussing with the tools of his trade: penlight and stethoscope,
clipboard and nonworking Biro. Eventually he was ready to examine the patient. Rebus didn’t put u
much of a fight. He was thinking of drinking: the creamy, almost gas-free head on a pint of eighty
bob. The warming aroma from a glass of malt.
‘How’s my chief inspector?’ Rebus asked when the nurse returned.
‘They’re taking X-rays,’ she told him.
‘Car chases at your age,’ Dr Klasser muttered. ‘I blame television.’
Rebus took a good look at him, and realised he hadn’t ever really looked at the man before, n
properly. Klasser was in his early forties, steel-haired with a tanned and prematurely ageing face.
you only had head and shoulders to go on, you’d guess he was taller than was actually the case. H
looked quite distinguished, which was why Rebus had pegged him for a senior consultant, somethin
like that.
‘I thought only lackeys and L-plates worked nights,’ Rebus commented, while Klasser shone
light in his eyes.
Klasser put down the light and started to squeeze Rebus’s back, prodding it like he was plumpin
up a cushion.

‘Any pain there?’
‘No.’
‘What about there?’
‘No more than usual.’
‘Hmm … In answer to your question, John, I notice you’re working nights. Does that make yo
lackey or L-plate?’
‘That hurts.’
Dr Klasser smiled.
‘So,’ Rebus said, easing his shirt back on, ‘what’ve I got?’
Klasser found a pen that worked and scribbled something on his clipboard. ‘By my estimate, th
way you’re going, you’ve got a year, maybe two.’
The two men stared at one another. Rebus knew precisely what the doctor was talking about.
‘I’m serious, John. You smoke, you drink like a fish, and you don’t exercise. Since Patienc
stopped feeding you, your diet’s gone to hell. Starch and carbohydrate, saturated fat …’
Rebus tried to stop listening. He knew his drinking was a problem these days precisely becaus
he’d learned self-control. As a result, few people noticed that he had a problem. He was well dresse
at work, alert when the occasion demanded, and even visited the gym some lunchtimes. He ate lazil
and maybe too much, and yes, he was back on the cigs. But then nobody was perfect.
‘An uncanny prognosis, Doctor.’ He finished buttoning his shirt, started tucking it into h
waistband, then thought better of it. He felt more comfortable with the shirt outside his trousers. H
knew he’d feel even more comfortable with his trouser button undone. ‘And you can tell that just b
prodding my back?’
Dr Klasser smiled again. He was folding up his stethoscope. ‘You can’t hide that sort of thing fro
a doctor, John.’
Rebus eased into his jacket. ‘So,’ he said, ‘see you in the pub later?’
‘I’ll be there around six.’
‘Fine.’

Rebus walked out of the hospital and took a deep breath.
It was two-thirty in the morning, about as cold and dark as the night could get. He thought abo
checking on Lauderdale, but knew it could wait till morning. His flat was just across The Meadow
but he didn’t fancy the walk. The sleet was still falling, beginning to turn to snow, and there was th
stabbing wind, like a thug you meet in a narrow lane, one who won’t let you go.
Then a car horn sounded. Rebus saw a cherry-red Renault 5, and inside it DC Siobhan Clark
waving towards him. He almost danced to the car.
‘What are you doing here?’
‘I heard,’ she said.
‘How come?’ He opened the passenger-side door.
‘I was curious. I wasn’t on shift, but I kept in touch with the station, just to find out what happene
at the meet. When I heard about the crash, I got dressed and came down here.’
‘Well, you’re a sight for sore teeth.’
‘Teeth?’
Rebus rubbed his jaw. ‘Sounds crazy, but I think that dunt has given me toothache.’
She started the car. It was lovely and warm. Rebus could feel himself drifting off.
‘Bit of a disaster then?’ she said.

‘A bit.’ They turned out of the gates, heading left towards Tollcross.
‘How’s the CI?’
‘I don’t know. They’re X-raying him. Where are we going?’
‘I’m taking you home.’
‘I should go back to the station.’
She shook her head. ‘I called in. They don’t want you till morning.’
Rebus relaxed a little more. Maybe the painkillers were kicking in. ‘When’s the post-mortem?’
‘Nine-thirty.’ They were on Lauriston Place.
‘There was a shortcut you could have taken back there,’ Rebus told her.
‘It was a one-way street.’
‘Yes, but nobody uses it this time of night.’ He realised what he’d said. ‘Jesus,’ he whispered
rubbing his eyes.
‘So what was it?’ Siobhan Clarke asked. ‘I mean, was it an accident, or were they looking t
escape?’
‘Neither,’ Rebus said quietly. ‘If I’d to put money on it, I’d say suicide.’
She looked at him. ‘Both of them?’
He shrugged, then shivered.
At the Tollcross lights they waited in silence until red turned to green. A couple of drunks wer
walking home, bodies tilted into the wind.
‘Horrible night,’ Clarke said, moving off. Rebus nodded, saying nothing. ‘Will you attend th
post-mortem?’
‘Yes.’
‘Can’t say I’d fancy it.’
‘Do we know who they were yet?’
‘Not that I know of.’
‘I keep forgetting, you’re off-duty.’
‘That’s right, I’m off-duty.’
‘What about the car, have we traced that?’
She turned towards him and laughed. It sounded odd to him, there in that stuffy overheated ca
that time of night, with all that had gone before. Sudden laughter, as strange a sound as you’d eve
hear. He rubbed his jaw and pushed an exploratory finger into his mouth. The teeth he touched seeme
solid enough.
Then he saw feet suddenly sweeping out from under two young bodies, the bodies leaning bac
into space and disappearing. They hadn’t made a sound. No accident, no escape attempt; somethin
fatalistic, something agreed between them.
‘Cold?’
‘No,’ he said, ‘I’m not cold.’
She signalled to turn off Melville Drive. To the left, what he could see of The Meadows wa
covered in a fresh glaze of slow. To the right was Marchmont, and Rebus’s flat.
‘She wasn’t in the car,’ he said flatly.
‘There was always that possibility,’ Siobhan Clarke said. ‘We don’t even know she’s missing, no
for a fact.’
‘No,’ he agreed, ‘we don’t.’
‘Just two daft laddies.’ She’d picked up the expression, but it sounded awkward given her Englis
accent. Rebus smiled in the dark.

And then he was home.
She dropped him outside his tenement door, and refused a half-hearted offer of coffee. Rebu
didn’t want her to see the dump he called home. The students had moved out in October, leaving th
place not quite his. There were things not quite right, not quite the way he remembered. Cutlery wa
missing, and had been replaced with stuff he hadn’t seen before. It was the same with the crocker
When he’d moved back here from Patience’s, he’d brought his stuff back in boxes. Most of the boxe
were in the hall, still waiting to be unpacked.
Exhausted, he climbed the stairs, opened his door, and walked past the boxes, making straight fo
the living room and his chair.
His chair was much the same as ever. It had remoulded itself quickly to his shape. He sat dow
then got up again and checked the radiator. The thing was barely warm, and there was a racking nois
from within. He needed a special key, some tool that would open the valve and let it bleed. The othe
radiators were the same.
He made himself a hot drink, put a tape into the cassette deck, and got the duvet off his bed. Bac
at his chair he took off some of his clothes and covered himself with the duvet. He reached dow
unscrewed the top from a bottle of Macallan, and poured some into his coffee. He drank the first ha
of the mug, then added more whisky.
He could hear car engines, and metal twisting, and the wind whistling all around. He could se
feet, the soles of cheap trainers, something close to a smile on the lips of a fair-haired teenager. Bu
then the smile became darkness, and everything disappeared.
Slowly, he hugged himself to sleep.

3

Down at the City Mortuary in the Cowgate Dr Curt was nowhere to be seen, but Professor Gates wa
already at work.
‘You know,’ he said, ‘you can fall from any height you want; it’s just that last damned half-inc
that’s fatal.’
With him around the slab were Inspector John Rebus, Detective Sergeant Brian Holmes, anothe
doctor, and a pathology assistant. The Preliminary Notification of Sudden Death had already bee
submitted to the Procurator-Fiscal, and now the Sudden Death Report was being prepared on tw
deceased males, probable identities William David Coyle and James Dixon Taylor.
James Taylor – Rebus looked at the mess over which Professor Gates was fussing and remembere
that final embrace. Ain’t it good to know that you’ve got a friend.
The force of the impact of the bodies upon the steel deck of Her Majesty’s naval frigate Desca
had turned them from human beings into something more like hairy jam. There was some on the sla
– the rest sat in gleaming steel buckets. No next of kin was going to be asked to participate in a form
identification. It was the sort of thing they could just about accomplish by DNA-testing, if suc
proved necessary.
‘Flatpacks, we call them,’ Professor Gates said. ‘Saw a lot at Lockerbie. Scraped them off th
ground and took them to the local ice rink. Handy place, an ice rink, when you suddenly find yourse
with two hundred and seventy bodies.’
Brian Holmes had seen bad deaths before, but he was not immune. He kept shuffling his feet an
shifting his shoulders, and glaring with hard, judgmental eyes at Rebus, who was humming scraps o
‘You’re So Vain’.
Establishing time, date and place of death was straight-forward. Certified cause of death was eas
too, though Professor Gates wasn’t sure of the precise wording.
‘Blunt force trauma?’
‘How about boating accident?’ Rebus offered. There were some smiles at that. Like mo
pathologists, Professor Alexander Gates MD, FRC Path, DMJ (Path), FRCPE, MRCPG, was possesse
of a sense of humour as wide as his letter-heading. A quite necessary sense of humour. He didn’t loo
like a pathologist. He wasn’t tall and cadaverously grey like Dr Curt, but was a bossy, shuffling figur
with the physique of a wrestler rather than an undertaker. He was broad-chested, bull-necked, and ha
pudgy hands, the fingers of which he delighted in cracking, one at a time or all together.
He liked people to call him Sandy.
‘I’m the one issuing the death certificate,’ he told Brian Holmes, who filled in the relevant box o
the rough-up Sudden Death Report. ‘My address care of Police Surgeoncy, Cowgate.’
Rebus and the others watched as Gates made his examination. He was able to confirm th
existence of two separate corpses. Samples were taken of veinous blood for grouping, DNA
toxicology, and alcohol. Usually urine samples would be taken also, but that just wasn’t possible, an
Gates was even doubtful about the efficacy of blood testing. Vitreous humour and stomach conten
were next, along with bile and liver.
Before their eyes, he started to reconstruct the bodies: not so they became identifiable as human
not entirely, but just so he could be satisfied he had everything the bodies had once had. Nothin
missing, and nothing extraneous.

‘I used to love jigsaws when I was a youngster,’ the pathologist said quietly, bent over his task.
Outside it was a dry, freezing day. Rebus remembered liking jigsaws too. He wondered if kids sti
played with them. The post-mortem over, he stood on the pavement and smoked a cigarette. Ther
were pubs to left and right of him, but none were yet open. His breakfast tot of whisky had all b
evaporated.
Brian Holmes came out of the mortuary stuffing a green cardboard file into his briefcase. He sa
Rebus rubbing at his jaw.
‘You all right?’
‘Toothache, that’s all.’
It was, too; it was definitely toothache, or at least gum-ache. He couldn’t positively identify an
one tooth as the culprit: the pain was just there, swelling below the surface.
‘Give you a lift?’
‘Thanks, Brian, but I’ve got my car.’
Holmes nodded and tugged up his collar. His chin was tucked into a blue lambswool scarf. ‘Th
bridge is open again,’ he said, ‘one lane southbound.’
‘What about the Cortina?’
‘Howdenhall have it. They’re fingerprinting, just in case she ever was in the car.’
Rebus nodded, saying nothing. Holmes said nothing back.
‘Something I can do for you, Brian?’
‘No, not really. I was just wondering … weren’t you supposed to be at the station first thing?’
‘So?’
‘So why come here instead?’
It was a good question. Rebus looked back at the mortuary doors, remembering the scene all ov
again. The artic, assuming the crash position, Lauderdale spread across the bonnet, then seeing th
other car … a final embrace … a fall.
He shrugged non-committally and made for his car.

Chief Inspector Frank Lauderdale was going to be all right.
That was the good news.
The bad news was that DI Alister Flower was looking for temporary promotion to fill Lauderdale
shoes.
‘And with the funeral meats not yet cold,’ said Chief Superintendent ‘Farmer’ Watson. H
blushed, realising what he’d said. ‘Not that there’s … I mean, no funeral or …’ He coughed into h
bunched fist.
‘Flower’s got a point though, sir,’ said Rebus, covering his boss’s embarrassment. ‘It’s just tha
he’s got the tact of a tomcat. I mean, somebody’ll have to fill in. How long’s Frank going to be out o
the game?’
‘We don’t know.’ The Farmer picked up a sheet of paper and read from it. ‘Both legs broken, tw
broken ribs, broken wrist, concussion: there’s half a page of diagnosis here.’
Rebus rubbed his bruised cheekbone, wondering if it was responsible for the broken wrist.
‘We don’t even know,’ the Farmer went on quietly, ‘whether he’ll walk again. The breaks wer
pretty severe. Meantime, the last thing I need is Flower and you vying for any temporary promotion
may or may not be in my power to give.’
‘Understood.’
‘Good.’ The Farmer paused. ‘So what can you tell me about last night?’
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